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 Abstract:  
 
Newspaper design is well known as a key factor in readership. Now, with millions of 
Australians using the web as a news source the effect of web design on reader habits 
needs to be explored.  To date there has been a small amount of research into the impact 
of web design on news retrieval. Using reader preference data collected from Fairfax’s 
smh.com.au site this paper analyses the impact of story position and other graphic 
features as indicators of user story selection. The data, recorded by the author over 13 
weeks in late 2004, details the collective trends of reader preferences. These preferences 
are reflected in the smh.com.au ‘Top 5’ daily listings of most viewed stories, tracked 
from around 50,000 unique daily users. 
 
The results of this analysis are tested against the US based Eyetrack III study, which 
used thermal imaging equipment to detect reader behaviour on news sites. 
Encompassing notions of web scannability, graphic presentation and navigation this 
comparative analysis will measure the Eyetrack laboratory findings against the recorded 
preferences of daily web news readers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The growth in popularity of online news has brought a subtle yet significant handover 
in editorial control from author to reader. Online editors are now seen as “facilitators 
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 for” rather than “controllers of” content (Lowrey, p15, Li, 1998, pp 362 - 363). This shift 
in editorial function has primarily been made possible by the hyperstory of the online 
medium. The hyperstory is either a headline or headline and short paragraph, with or 
without photo illustrations, using hypertext for the reader to ‘link’ to the full report. 
Once at the full report page the reader may then choose to read the report in full, in part 
or not at all, at some point selecting further hypertext to move to another page or return 
to the home page. Via alerts or bookmarks the reader is also able to reach a page without 
entering through the home page. Collectively these unpredictable readership patterns 
have been described as a non-linear process that replicates human patterns of 
associative thinking (Slatin, 1990, p 874, Manovich, 2001, p 61). Relying on the reader’s 
creativity the multiple readership options on a news site are also dependent on self-
efficacy, the ability of people to perform a task even if the result isn’t obvious (Fredin, 
2001, p 273). Readers of online news are therefore liberated to move in, around and out 
of a site publication at their will, rather than in a front to back page pattern discerned by 
an editor. This ability makes the reader a “co-author” (Slatin, 1990,p 875, Li, 1998, p 363).  
 
In a process termed ‘remediation’ (Bolter and Grusin, 1999) online news design has 
moved from replicating print formats to a scannable layout that is driven by reader 
interactivity through hypertext (Cooke, pp26- 28). This global trend is easily seen in the 
Fairfax online news site smh.com.au, which celebrated its 10th anniversary in April 
(smh.com.au, 2005).  
The site is now visited by around 1.2 million unique users a month (as above), around 
half the total Fairfax online audience. The Fairfax sites are the eighth most used in 
Australia with readers spending, on average, 36.26 minutes at a site per day (Nielsen, 
2005).  
This research uses the smh.com.au site as an Australian example of online news media 
and draws on content analysis methodology and overseas research to make comparative 
findings of the relationship between online news layout and reader behaviour. 
 
 
Prior Research 
 
While online news readership has attracted scant research in Australia there have been a 
number of overseas studies, often using simulated websites and test subjects to observe 
reader behaviour. Research as noted that in the online environment the reader is able to 
tailor their own news hierarchy, ignoring traditional news agendas and subverting 
editorial priorities (Althaus, Tewksbury, 2002, p 197, Rainie, 2000, p 18). This occurs 
despite the fact online news readers are primed by newspaper habit to read web copy in 
the same manner as they read hard copy given, it has been found, heavy newspaper 
readers are also the heaviest consumers of online news (Cotes, 2004, p 3, Flint,2001, p 
74). Examining perception, Sunder found strong similarities between receivers of print 
and online formats, arguing news perception is therefore independent of source 
perception (Sunder, 1999, pp 382 – 383).  
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 While these findings make a case for the application of at least some traditional news 
theory to the online environment, the major difference between the formats has been the 
evolving nature of online layout, the use of smaller rather than larger images, and the 
hypertext environment. Whilst, according to Sunder, perception may vary little, the way 
in which readers physically and cognitively acquire news material has vastly altered. 
This has led to several studies examining the hypertext environment and the role of 
images and graphics in online reader behaviour. 
 
In 1991 Garcia and Stark found research respondents were drawn to web pages by 
larger photos, regardless of colour or subject. But the lure of the image did not ensure 
accompanying text material, once the respondent arrived at the associated web page, 
would be read (Garcia and Stark, p5). However, further studies have shown a reader 
preference for threatening rather than innocuous images, whilst agreeing the presence 
of images increased attention  to text (Zillman et al, 2001, pp 7 – 24). Research, 
concentrating on text has emphasised the primacy of headlines in online news 
compared to print. As with images, conflict or agony themed headlines have been found 
to attract reader attention rather than economic, factual or misfortune oriented headlines 
(Zillman et al, 2004, p 62).  This perceived importance of image in attracting reader 
attention has led to a greater number of graphic images in news home pages then in 
article pages Li, 1998, p 359.) Online newspapers, perhaps more than their print 
counterparts, can be perceived as using images to attract readers rather than for their 
sole illustrative properties. As the amount of time spent viewing a news site, leading to 
a site’s ultimate success, depends on readers being sufficiently interested to “click for 
more” the other major design component, hyperlinked text, becomes similarly 
important. 
 
Defined by the term’s originator, Ted Nelson, as ‘non sequential writing’ (Slatin 875), 
hypertext is the most revolutionary feature of the online environment in that it is not a 
replication of traditional media layout of text, images or rules. It is unique to the web. 
An early examination of people’s ability to read hypertext determined that links needed 
to contain straightforward rather than cryptic text with more difficult text likely to lead 
to readers removing themselves from the process (Slatin, 1990, p 880). Hyperlinks are 
also most optimal when they are brief, acting in a similar way to breakouts in printed 
news, attracting a reader’s attention when scanning a page (Nielsen, 2000, p 55). 
Collectively then, this predicates a need for tight rather than clever subediting of links 
and headlines in the online environment. However, the physical need to link to 
additional material through hypertext does not appear to be a barrier to reader news 
consumption. In fact, it has been reasoned readers spend more time on linked, rather 
than non-linked stories (Tremayne p22). Elsewhere it has been shown reader satisfaction 
levels with online news reading have increased in parallel fashion with the number of 
links offered (Ketterer, 2001, p 7).   
 
The most scientific examination of online news reader behaviour has been undertaken 
by the US-based Poynter Institute with its Eyetrack III study (Poynter, 2004). This study 
used thermal imaging equipment to detect test subjects’ online news reading patterns, 
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 drawing conclusions about reader relationships to the overall page, graphics/images 
and hyptertext.  
 
The study found readers, read a web news page by beginning in the top left, moving to 
the right diagonally downward, returning to the left. Concentration at this point was on 
the top part of the page. Readers then moved toward the bottom of the page in the 
centre, moving to the left before returning to the right and finally upwards to end at the 
top right hand corner. This is a cumulative model typifying reader behaviour and did 
vary with alternate layouts and visual elements. The study was more specific in 
assessing individual page features. On web news sites, where there is often a mix of 
single column and three column layout it was found readers preferred stories in single 
columns, despite the fact three column stories contain the main news.  In opposition to 
Poynter’s own newspaper research and other web research, as discussed above, it was 
found test subjects looked at text before photos, however spent more time with larger 
rather than smaller photos, often ignoring small photos altogether.  
 
Although the dominant headline of a homepage attracted initial reader attention, 
readers spent more time on smaller type, with larger type encouraging lighter scanning. 
At times the first paragraph of a story, or blurb, under the headline, was found to attract 
initial attention, replacing headlines as the dominant feature. When readers read 
headlines it tended to be only the first few words before they moved to another 
headline, the blurb, or page element. Blurbs were read by half the test subjects before 
they made a story selection. The Poynter study did not differentiate between 
hyperlinked and non-hyperlinked text, so it is unclear if links had an impact on test 
subject reading behaviour  
 
The Poynter research not only provides a more detailed picture of how the online news 
reader views pages, but also confirms nearly all other findings in relation to online news 
reading. The only contrary finding is the role of images and there is a lack of research 
into hyperlinks. The Eyetrack Study used 43 test respondents, suggesting a larger 
sample of readers would be beneficial. 
 
 
The Study 
 
The smh.com.au site features a continually updated tally of the ‘Top Five Stories’ as per 
the number of page reads by readers. The tallies are generated automatically without 
human intervention and thus are an accurate representation of reader preference. The 
‘Top Five’ is for 13 weeks in 2004, from August 16 to November 12, the top five was 
logged at midday, AEST, coming after the morning news peak when sites are accessed 
from work and before the lunchtime peak. Only weekdays were logged as there is 
minimal online viewing on weekends (Van Niekerk, June 2, 2004). The Top Five is 
generated by hits, rather than users, so there is a possibility of repetition. Some readers 
also access stories via alerts rather than through the home page. It is also possible the 
top five list generates its own popularity. The list, however, is not viewable on the home 
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 page until the reader scrolls down. According to the Eyetrack study, the list’s position, 
in the lower third column, makes it unlikely to be read before other stories are accessed. 
Whilst these caveats apply, the enormous benefit of the top five is that the rankings 
track around 46,500 daily users. The substantial size of this sample minimises the impact 
of these deviations, enabling research findings based on the logged data to be 
considered strongly indicative, especially when placed in the framework of other 
research, as detailed above.  The weakness of other research in using small samples, 
such as the 43 Eyetrack subjects, is overcome by using web logs. However, the scientific 
exactitude of such studies is not possible in using the publicly available smh.com.au 
data. What this paper aims to demonstrate is that by combining the large sample size of 
this research methodology with the findings of more scientific testing, a clearer 
understanding of online reading behaviour can be achieved.  
 
A prior study (Van Heekeren, 2005) found the smh.com.au data showed a strong reader 
preference for entertainment and crime rather than political stories. This finding has 
been supported in other research (Tewksbury, 2003) as well as the Eyetrack study. But 
are reader choices made on content alone? This research was undertaken in a bid to 
identify any trend in story placement and/or graphical features that was large enough 
to be considered of importance in reader story selection.  
 
The smh.com.au web site is divided into four columns. The left column is navigational 
with links to such topic areas as national, world, finance and sport news. The second 
column is the main news column. It is the widest column and contains the lead news 
story as well as other news story. Each story has a headline, usually a small photo and 
the lead paragraph. Related stories are listed underneath as hyperlinked headlines. 
Under the three or four main stories is a list of headline hyperlinks under the heading 
‘Other Top Stories’. More news stories, in the same layout as the top stories are 
underneath. The third column is headed by a large picture with a brief description 
underneath and a link to a new web page. Below are smaller images that are 
hyperlinked to related stories. The fourth column contains brief headlines and short 
intros, often with accompanying photos to stories that focus on lifestyle, entertainment 
and quirky subject matter. 
 
Over the survey period 322 top five stories were logged (on two days less than five were 
listed).  As per Neuendorf (2002), each top five entry was considered a unit of data 
collection with the unit of analysis its features of page position, accompanying graphic, 
and whether the test was solely a hyperlink or a headline and lead. The units were then 
coded according to those features. A 17 inch monitor was used for viewing. Content that 
appeared on the initial screen was coded separately to content only viewable after 
scrolling.  The occurrences under each unit of analysis were then added with the sums 
tested against four hypotheses formulated as a result of prior research. 
 
Hypotheses 1: Stories to the left of the page (the second smh.com.au column) will be preferred 
by readers, followed by stories located in the fourth and then third columns. 
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 Hypothesis 2: The lead story, with its dominant headline, would rate highly in reader 
preference. 
 
Hypothesis 3: Stories accompanied by larger images would be preferred to stories accompanied 
by smaller images. Consideration of this hypothesis should also take into account conflicting 
research on the overall importance of images in online readership. 
 
Hypothesis 4: Stories solely relying on a headline hyperlink would score highly in reader 
preference. 
 
Once the data was collated there were 23 stories (7.1%) that could not be sourced to 
direct home page entry points. However, 12 were titled “What the Gossips Mags Say”, 
four were under an Australian election section, 3 were under a US election section and 
two were under Finance and two were under “Science and Technology”.  It is then 
assumed these stories were sourced as a result of alerts, bookmarks or the navigational 
bar to the left of the screen. Given the small quantity of these stories their impact on the 
overall data is negligible. 
 
 
Findings 
 
Hypothesis 1. Stories to the left of the page (the second smh.com.au column) will be preferred by 
readers, followed by stories located in the fourth and then third columns. 
More than half the most popular stories (57.6%) were located in the left news (second) 
column. As the far left column is navigational, this finding is supportive of the 
hypothesis, based on Eyetrack research, that readers begin their reading to the left, thus 
being enticed to access stories in the left news column. If the relationship between the 
Eyetrack research and most viewed stories were to continue it would be expected that 
stories in the upper fourth column would be next preferred, followed by stories in the 
lower second column, then the upper third column and finally the lower fourth column. 
As the fourth column is accessed by readers twice, it is expected stories in that column 
would achieve second preference with third column stories the least preferred. The 
smh.com.au data shows a slightly variant profile. The dominance of the second column 
continued with the lower area containing 16.7 % of top stories. The fourth column  
contained 24.8% of top stories, with an almost even split between upper and lower 
areas. The third column, as expected, was least preferred with 5.9 % of top stories in the 
upper column and 4% in the lower. While this data demonstrates a stronger preference 
for the second and fourth columns than the Eyetrack research would suggest, the 
variance can have two explanations. Firstly, the Eyetrack study assessed only eye 
movement rather than the cognitive decision to access stories. Secondly, it must be 
considered that story content also plays a role in selection. This is evidenced, as detailed, 
by previous research findings of a preference for crime and entertainment stories, 
usually located in the second and fourth columns.  Overall, however, when page 
position is not considered, the hypothesis is supported with the majority of stories 
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 accessed sourced from the second column (57.6%), then the fourth column (24.8%) and 
then the third column (9.9%). 
 
Hypothesis 2. The lead story, with its dominant headline, would rate highly in reader 
preference. 
As the Eyetrack research showed the main headline attracted initial reader attention it 
was expected the lead story would be heavily accessed by readers and feature 
prominently in the top five listings. The smh.com.au data did not support this. Only 5% 
of lead stories were included in the listings. However, hypertext only headlines, related 
to the lead story, accounted for 6.2% of top viewings. Cumulatively, any material 
associated with the lead story featured in a little more than 11% of occurrences, 
demonstrating a strong reader preference for other material. When considered in more 
detail, the Eyetrack study goes someway in supporting this finding. It found, while 
readers began with the headline, many often only read part of it before moving 
elsewhere on the page. Again content comes into play. It can be assumed that if the lead 
story has received coverage in other media, readers may be primed to look for fresh 
material. The finding also relates to the previously discussed research that views the 
reader as ‘co-author’, in that news hierarchies, dictated by editors, may not be supported 
by readers. smh.com.au’s list of ‘Other Top Stories” featured after the three or four main 
stories scored 10.6 per cent of occurrences, demonstrating reader over editor preference 
for what a ‘top story’ is. 
 
Hypothesis 3. Stories accompanied by larger images would be preferred to stories accompanied 
by smaller images. Consideration of this hypothesis should also take into account conflicting 
research on the overall importance of images in online readership. 
smh.com.au had a most consistent approach in its layout of images throughout the 
survey period. The largest photo on the home page was always located at the top of the 
third column. Small photos were located alongside most stories in the second and fourth 
columns. The research data shows stories associated with the large third column image 
featured in 5.9% of top viewings. The low attraction rate of the large image does not 
support the hypothesis. When page position is taken into account, stories with smaller 
photos, also located on the initial screen of the home page rather than all screens of the 
page, featured in 20.8% of the top five list. Overall, stories accompanied by photos, 
including the large image, featured in just under half (48.8%) of the viewings. The 
Eyetrack finding that readers only gave small pictures scant attention, often ignoring 
them altogether, appears, on the surface, to be contradicted by this study. However, 
whether readers who accessed stories during the survey period were attracted by the 
image or text or a combination of both cannot be known. Given the very low score of 
stories associated with the dominant page picture it can be suggested that photos do not 
play a significant role in online reader behaviour, thereby supporting the Eyetrack 
finding of preference for text over visual material. In fact, the minor status accorded to 
the dominant page picture, which contests the Eyetrack finding of preference for larger 
pictures, provides stronger evidence for a reader text, rather than visual, preference.  
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 Hypothesis 4. Stories solely relying on a headline hyperlink would score highly in reader 
preference. 
Of the 322 top five stories 26.8% were accessible only through hypertext headlines, with 
no other associated textual or graphic information viewable on the home page. Given 
hypertext is a nascent literary form, this finding shows a marked adaptability by online 
readers and supports the hypothesis. Already the preference for hypertext headlines 
related to the lead story, over the actual story, with the resulting implications for 
editorial decisions, has been shown. When the occurrence rate of hyperlinked only text 
is compared to preference for text only stories (that is headline and lead par without a 
picture) the import of hypertext material in reader choice is further evidenced. The text 
only stories accounted for 17.4 % of top five viewings, demonstrably less than hypertext 
only material. This finding strongly supports web design advocacy for short, clearly 
written material, as a means of gaining reader attention.  
 
 
Discussion  
 
This study builds on prior research to further define online news reader behaviour. By 
calculating the preferences of 46,500 unique daily users over three months it uses this 
sample to demonstrate what actual readers are accessing on the web, without their 
behaviour affected by a test environment.  The disadvantage, however, is that as the 
sample arises from an unstructured environment there are variables that can’t be 
controlled, which, as stated, makes the findings indicative only.  Yet, through its 
confirmation of previously identified readership patterns and the size of the sample, a 
clearer picture emerges of the online news reader. 
 
This reader is known for their preference to scan online material, only reading keywords 
and parts of sentences they are interested in and ignoring others (Nielsen, 2000, p 104). 
Therefore the scannability of a home page, by using brief headlines and blurbs, enables 
readers to individualise their reading according to preference. The smh.com.au study 
demonstrates the effect of scannability on story choice. Across all page areas (that is 
columns and upper and lower position) there is no overtly dominant trend. As seen 
there is a preference for the left news column and the right column but taken 
individually, that is upper right, lower left or otherwise, the occurrences of stories 
sourced from each position hover around the 6 – 7 % share, with the page lead attracting 
just 5 %. This suggests scannability is more tied to content than layout with readers 
rejecting the dictates of news priority conventions, instead seeking their preferred 
content, regardless of page position. 
 
This seeming rejection of modern news design tradition goes further when the role of 
photographs is considered. As discussed previous research has shown conflicting 
evidence as to the importance of images in attracting reader attention. The smh.com.au 
study adds support to the Eyetrack research contention that in the online environment 
photos receive little reader interest. Eyetrack demonstrated this through the amount of 
time readers spent looking at images. This research shows stories with accompanying 
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 images are no more likely to be selected than those without. This thesis brings into 
question assertions that online news is mere ‘shovelware, that is, replications of print 
formats where greater use can be made of visuals, including video (reference). It can be 
suggested that readers are not seeking a large amount of visual material when they go 
to the web. Instead, it is likely they are seeking information through text. A desire to 
seek information through visuals is better served by television, which is not hampered 
by download times - a major factor in online viewing. The further development of 
interactive television news, where the viewer has similar choices to the online reader in 
selecting content,  may allow online newspapers to maintain their strength in providing 
textual information rather than competing with visual formats. 
 
The preference of online readers for text is further highlighted by the dominant trend 
identified in the smh.com.au study – the selection of hyperlinked headlines. The site’s 
use of such material is supported by studies, cited above, of the need for brevity on 
home pages, allowing readers a broad palette of material to choose from. The fact 
smh.com.au readers make substantial use of hyperlinked headlines indicates the online 
reader is seeking information that he/she is interested in, with scant regard for news 
hierarchies determined by editors. The ability of readers, over just a decade, to  adapt so 
quickly to ‘hyper reading’ indicates a public readiness to override editorial dictates with 
individual choice.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
From a reader point of view it can be suggested the online newspaper is a text based 
information source, in which photos are of little consequence, that allows a plethora of 
choice influenced more by reader preference than page layout. While the volume of 
research into online reading habits is growing it is still nascent. After centuries of print 
news stories formatted as a headline followed by multiple paragraphs, further research 
is needed to determine why readers have been able to assimilate the hypertext mode so 
readily. Meanwhile, the technology of the web allows an exactitude in tracking reader 
behaviour that has never before been possible. While this study was unfunded and 
therefore had to rely on publicly available material, funded studies which enabled the 
purchase of tracking data would overcome two major research deficits. Firstly, by 
greatly minimising the variable factor inherent in using the type of data sourced for this 
study and, secondly by overcoming small sample problems in test subject studies. 
Future quantitative research in identifying online reader preference and navigation 
must capitalise on this technological advantage, providing findings that are definitive 
rather than suggestive and therefore allowing a clear portrait of the online reader to 
emerge.  
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